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The Best Choice for Your Roofing Needs

With over 150 years of combined  

experience in the roofing industry,  

Sound Building Supply provides exceptional 

quality metal building products and 

the most knowledgeable customer  

service in the Pacific Northwest.



The Benefits of Sound-LokTM Roofing

Metal Roofing Made for the Northwest

With so many options available when it comes to deciding what type of  
roofing to use, compare the following advantages of Sound-Lok metal roofing. 

Beauty   The Sound-Lok hidden-fastener installation system creates a sleek finished 
roof profile. Our popular panel styles and a wide array of distinctive colors  

offer choices to compliment each home’s unique architectural style.

Longevity   Discover the durability of Sound-Lok roofing panels. They will not crack,  
shrink, chip, attract moss, rot or erode. With our Sound Total Care™ 50-year warranty,  

you’ll have the peace of mind that your home is well protected. This longevity  
also makes a Sound-Lok metal roof a very cost effective investment over an  

asphalt roof which typically needs replacing every 10 to 20 years.

Strength   Despite it’s light weight, a Sound-Lok metal roof can handle heavy snow  
loads and extreme wind conditions. Our standing seam system is designed to be  
a self-locking seal that safeguards your home from the ever-changing elements.

Fire Resistant   Sound-Lok metal panels offer a high degree of protection from  
wind-blown embers. It’s another way to keep your home and family safe.

Environmentally Friendly   You can count on a Sound-Lok roof to be a smart  
choice for our planet. It’s 100% recyclable and made from long-lasting  
steel and coatings which means less re-roofing waste going to landfills.

Low Maintenance   Enjoy the minimal care required by a Sound-Lok metal roof.  
Since our panels resists both moss and algae, they are simple to clean and maintain.

Energy Efficiency   Coated metal roofing systems not only reflect solar energy  
but also cool your home by re-emitting most of what solar radiation is absorbed.  

Our Energy Star coatings help save the cost of heating and air conditioning.

In the Pacific Northwest year-round weather can vary greatly, testing even  
the toughest roofing materials on the market. Sound-Lok metal roofing system  

is backed by the industry’s best Sound Total Care™ 50-year warranty.

Whether you live on the Pacific coast, east of the Cascades or anywhere in between,  
Sound-Lok metal roofing will provide you with a dependable, attractive and  

environmentally smart alternative to composition, slate or tile roofing materials. 



Sound-Lok Pencil Rib profile is the most 
popular interlocking panel produced in  
our market, making it easily recognizable  
in many different applications. 

The Sound-Lok proprietary fastening 
system is unique to the industry. This 
design adds strength and durability to 
your roof. It also allows for expansion and 
contraction without the need for clips.  

Our Pencil Rib panels are available in  
both 12” and 16” sizes. Choose from a 
variety of vibrant colors. Please consult 
your Sound-Lok representative for more 
information about this roofing product.

Pencil Rib 12”

16”



12”

16”

Sound-Lok Striated panel offers an  
enhanced architectural design to the  
classic Flat Panel form. The striations

running parallel on the metal roofing  
create a subtle aesthetic highlight on the  

panel, adding a unique appearance to  
your metal roof. This panel retains all of  
the Sound-Lok unique design features, 

making your roof the best in the market. 

The Sound-Lok proprietary fastening  
system is unique to the industry. This  

design adds strength and durability to  
your roof. It also allows for expansion and 

contraction without the need for clips.  

Our Striated panels are available in  
both 12” and 16” sizes. Choose from a  

variety of vibrant colors. Please consult  
your Sound-Lok representative for  

more information about this product.

Striated



Sound-Lok Flat panel is a high quality,  
self-locking standing seam roofing system. 
The standing seam design is water-tight, 
and creates a sleek appearance. 

The Sound-Lok proprietary fastening 
system is unique to the industry. This 
design adds strength and durability to 
your roof. It also allows for expansion and 
contraction without the need for clips.   

Our Flat panels are available in  
both 12” and 16” sizes. Choose from  
a variety of vibrant colors. Please consult 
your Sound-Lok representative for more 
information about this roofing product.

Flat 12”

16”



Toughest Materials and Coatings

Sound-LokTM Roofing System

The Finishing Touches

Lifetime Protection

Sound-Lok panels are manufactured from industry select steel chosen by  
our product experts. Panels come in 12” or 16” widths and are available in long  

lengths that work for most residential roof designs. They are light weight for less  
structural load yet strong and durable protection for your home.

The quality of the coatings can make all the difference in how your roof 
resists weather and solar radiation. Our premium coatings offer state-of-the-art 

performance in resistance to sunlight, abrasion and temperature. 
They are available in a wide assortment of popular colors.

  

Our concealed fastener, standing-seam roofing system is well suited to residential  
and commercial roofing applications where durability, long-term energy saving  

and aesthetics are primary considerations. This self-locking seal keeps your  
home protected and provides a clean, fastener-free appearance.

Sound-Lok offers a variety of flashing and trim accessories to complement 
the look of your roof. All of our color-matching roofing accessories are designed  

for easy installation and can be used in any residential or commercial application.  
Each piece is manufactured in house or locally sourced for consistency and  

accuracy, providing you with the finest material on the market. 

 Your home and family deserve the best. That’s why selecting Sound-Lok metal  
panels for your next roof is the perfect choice. Beauty, longevity, protection  

and the industry’s best Sound Total Care™ 50-year warranty.



Another Proven SBS Roofing and Siding Product

Our product line also  
includes: Flashing, Siding,  

Custom Fabrication, Ventilation  
and Accessories.

SOUND BUILDING
S U P P L Y

As the name implies this is a “tuff” panel, designed for strength and  
durability. This exposed fastener roof system is installed quickly and  
can be used on a variety of building applications, both over framing  
and solid substrates. The panel is designed with anti-siphon grooves,  
allowing for simple and effective application. Tuff Rib panel’s sturdy  
design can be used in siding applications, for shops, garages, and barns. 

Tuff Rib panels are available in a variety of vibrant colors. Please consult  
your Tuff Rib  representative for more information about this roofing  
and siding product. 

soundbuildingsupply.com

2701 East Valley Road  •  Renton, WA 98057-0329

Contact us, a distributor or a contractor 
today for more information on our 

exceptional metal roofing products.

425-264-0264
sales@soundbuildingsupply.com

— Distributor or Contractor Contact —


